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This supplementary material provides details on the features used in segmen-
tation, structure class prediction and support prediction.

1 Features
1.1 Segmentation Features

Segmentation Feature Descriptions Dims

Boundary 8
B1. Strength: average Pb value 1
B2. Length: perimeter of each region; (boundary length) / (smaller perimeter) 3
B3. Smoothness: length / (L1 endpoint distance) 1
B4. Continuity: minimum angle difference at each junction 2
B5. Long-range: number of chained boundaries 1

Region 19
R1. Color: diff in RGB histogram entropy for separate regions vs merged region 1
R2. Color: diff in RGB mean/std near region borders and within region interi-

ors; for each channel separately and overall RMS
16

R3. Area: fraction of image occupied by each region 2

3D Surface 16
S1. Normals: difference in surface normal of planes fit to each region 1
S2. Normals: diff in hist of polar coord of normals within each region (4 incli-

nations, 4 azimuths)
8

S3. Planes: difference in plane labels 1
S4. Planar fit: mean/med/max diff of pt positions to other region’s plane 3
S5. Planar fit: mean/med/max diff of pt normals to other region’s plane 3

3D Position/Volume 14
P1. Volume: intersection / smaller volume; ratio of volumes of the regions 2
P2. Volume distance: min dist of 3D bounding boxes; 3D centroid dist 2
P3. Footprint overlap: intersection / smaller XY bbox area 1
P4. Footprint distance: min dist of XY bboxes; XY centroid dist 2
P5. Shape: ratio of height to footprint for each region 2
P6. Height: diff in min and max heights above ground 2
P7. Height: diff in min and max heights above ground 2
P8. Density: diff in point densities (num region pixels / volume) 1

Table 1. Segmentation features. Note: differences are all absolute differences. Vol-
umes and footprints are computed based on axis-aligned 3D bounding box fits to 3D
points of the region.
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1.2 Support Features

Support Feature Descriptions Dims

Geometry 8
G1. Minimum vertical and horizontal distance between the two volumes 2
G2. Absolute distance between the volumes’ centroids 1
G3. Supported and supporting regions’ heights above the ground 2
G4. Percentage of the supporting region that is farther from the viewer than
the supported volume.

1

G5. Percentage of supported region contained inside convex hull of supporting
region’s projection onto the floor plane

1

G6. Percentage of supported region contained inside convex hull of supporting
region’s horizontal points when projected onto the floor plane

1

Shape 7
H1. Number and percentage of horizontal pixels in the supporting region 2
H2. Number and percentage of horizontal pixels in the supported region 2
H3. Number and percentage of vertical pixels in the supported region 2
H4. Chi-squared distance between histograms of each region’s surface normals. 1

Region 260
E1. Ratio of number of pixels between the supported and supporting region 1
E2. Number of neighboring regions in the image plane for the supported region 1
E3. Whether or not the two regions are neighbors in the image plane 1
E4. Whether or not the region is hidden 1
Non-SIFT Structure-class features for the supported region 128
Non-SIFT Structure-class features for the supporting region 128
Table 2. Support Features. List of features using in classifying the support rela-
tionships between regions of the image.

1.3 Structure Class Features

Structure Class Feature Descriptions Dims

Color 36
C1: Color histograms: 10-bin histograms for the values of each channel. [1] 30
C2: Mean and standard deviation of color channels 6

Shape 1086
A1: Sparse coded SIFT descriptor histograms 1000
A2: 2D Bounding box dimensions 2
A3: 3D Bounding box dimensions 3
A4: Pyramid of Surface normal histograms 78
A5: Mean, median, max of planar errors 3

Scene 6
N1: Distance to closest wall: absolute and normalized by room size 2
N2: Relative Depth: mean and variance relative depth over the region [2] 2
N3: Height: minimum and maximum heights above the ground 2
Table 3. Structure Class Features. Used to classify each region of the image into
one of four structure classes: Ground, Furniture, Prop and Structure.
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2 Additional Support Results

See Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Examples of support and structure class inference with the LP solution. →
: support from below, ( : support from behind, + : support from hidden region.
Correct support predictions in green, incorrect in red. Ground in pink, Furniture in
Purple, Props in Blue, Structure in Yellow, Grey indicates missing structure class label.
Incorrect structure predictions are striped.


